The right cloud for the right workload

85%† consider hybrid cloud as the ideal platform

49%‡ say that hybrid cloud meets all their needs

Emerging trends show a shift to hybrid cloud³

Key reasons for workload shift from cloud back to on-premises:

- consider hybrid cloud as the ideal platform
- say that hybrid cloud meets all their needs

Factors to be considered:

- Governance policies
- Application based cloud economics
- ROI implication over 3 years
- Need for DevOps culture
- Dependency on automation

Enterprises show substantial hybrid adoption plans for the next five years:

1
Service migrations are happening to the cloud or back from it (repatriation)

2
Hyperconverged infrastructures (HCI) are an ideal and trusted architecture for the hybrid world

The magic is in placing the right workload on the right cloud with the right sizing.

Companies that are overpaying are doing so by:

- Simple right-sizing can help reduce overspend by
- Hybrid cloud, containers and advanced tools can deliver savings of more than
- 3 of customers report cloud repatriation activities

Bringing your hybrid cloud vision to life

Fujitsu helps you choose the right cloud for your application workloads across edge-core-cloud. Your workloads can be placed wherever they are best suited.

Ideal hybrid solution

- Cloud reliability and environment monitoring
- Tenant authorization and policy enforcement
- Self-service and self-healing
- Multi-cloud services
- Multi-cloud access

Cloud assessment and optimization services help you make the right cloud investment decisions and remove cloud waste on how to improve your cloud strategy!

Learn more

www.fujitsu.com/hybridcloud